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Located in Bad Dürkheim, Tresch Automation serves utility and industrial customers
across Germany. Its cooperation with COPA-DATA began in 2016 and, in 2021, it joined
the COPA-DATA Partner Community.

The Challenge
The expert engineering team at Tresch Automation had

offered very good references for projects that matched

been searching for a suitable HMI/SCADA solution for

our customers’ focus very well,” explains Dominik Lott,

a long time before it found zenon. It had found that the

CEO of Tresch Automation.

engineering effort using alternatives was often very
extensive or repetitive.

THe Solution

The team wanted an easy to use and more efficient

“We see zenon as a very future-oriented and open software

solution that could work equally well for a simple HMI

platform,” continues Dominik Lott, “at the same time it is

display as for sprawling and complex control systems. When

very secure.”

they saw zenon at the COPA-DATA offices in Ludwigshafen,

Tresch Automation is now delivering HMI and control

they realized it was the solution they had been looking for.

systems based on zenon. As well as machine visualizations,

“We were attracted to zenon because COPA-DATA

it specializes in control systems for water supplies and
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wastewater services, renewable energy generation and
transformer stations, swimming pools and building
management systems.
“Our customers are very impressed by the possibilities
and flexibility that zenon offers. In particular, machine

“We are happy to have chosen
COPA-DATA. We have rarely come
across comparable software in our industry
that makes the implementation of projects
so pleasant and comfortable.”
Dominik Lott, CEO, Tresch Automation.

operators are always enthusiastic about the zenon World
View,” reports Dominik Lott.
The Tresch Automation team has been impressed by
the quality of support, especially the range of self-serve
resources designed to build up their zenon knowledge.
“zenon is structured in such a way that we could be
quick to familiarize ourselves with it,” adds Dominik Lott.
“Usually, we can solve challenges well on our own but,
when we do need to contact COPA-DATA support, they
have helped us quickly and well.”

The Partnership with COPA-DATA
The excellent support and partnership provided by
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the COPA-DATA team in Ludwigshafen has acted as an
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encouragement for Tresch Automation to join the COPADATA Partner Community.
Dominik Lott says, “We have not been a partner very

substations, renewable energy, pulp & paper.
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long, but the bottom line is we have felt like a partner from
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day one of our cooperation with COPA-DATA because of the
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support and help they have given us in all matters.”

www.tresch-automation.de

Tresch Automation is now looking forward to continued
collaboration within the COPA-DATA Partner Community
and mutually beneficial partnership as it grows the zenon
user base in its areas of expertise.

www.copadata.com/partner
For further information please contact your local COPA-DATA Sales Representative at www.copadata.com/contact

